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A B S T R A C T 

This paper has chosen its platform on which Alfred Wegener had advanced his fast-track research-method as a German Professor looking at many pro-

proximity universals in geographic locations nurtured by the Cosmic Nature‟s identical species inhabiting the Earth / Vedic Soil from the beginning of 

prehistoric times. The Professor must have been ignited by the Nature‟s configured terrestrial fauna and flora with remnants of material-life-objects 

facilitated by occurrences of fossil organisms which are the geologically altered remains and/or conceptacles of once-living organisms before and after the 

separation of the  Continental rocks, say, not man-made at all .  

His Excellency Alfred Wegener came up driving home his down-to-Earth hypothesis of prefixed „Continental Drift‟ as one of the pro-Universals akin to a 

mathematical lemma with deemed-proof in light of the paleontological wonders , say again, not man-made at all but of his times. Yet, fossils of identical 

plants and animals were taken as the pro-Universals by Wegener (1880-1930), while inspired by ancestral Indo-European settlers belonging twined to 

Germans‟ Vedic roots of Indo-European language family as pioneers of Vedic-Research since 1846 AD on Rig-Veda by Rudolph von Roth (1821-1895) and 

Max Mueller (1823-1900) known as the Veda Vyasa of the Kali Yuga.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

No language other than the one in which a person speaks, writes, or works makes him less productive in scientific knowledge on a 

calculated scientific measure of comparative productivity. But lack of intelligence is the lowest, lowest, lowest productivity in science, 

and behind it is not one's own backup language. What is certain, however, is that humankind is united rather than divided, especially 

when it comes to scientific matters, but darkroom linguistic disputes manifest with varying frequency as pluralism and generality. It is no 

exaggeration to say that the lingua franca is as old as the age of that part of the Earth, and is scientifically calibrated, sometimes 

appearing to be older than the age of the entire planet and humanity combined.  

 

In the early 20th century, Alfred Wegener published a paper explaining his theory that continental landmasses "drift" across the globe, 

sometimes through oceans and crashing into each other. He called this movement continental drift. This is the first complete statement of 

the old continental drift hypothesis. In 1912, Alfred Wegener realized the same, that the continents once called Pangaea (meaning "all  

 

 

 

German Professor Alfred Wegener 

 

nations") he compressed into one proto-continent, leading to its present distribution over time. suggested that it fell apart over 

time.Wegener first published his theory in his lectures in 1912 and fully published it in 1915 in his most important work popular as „The 

Origin of Continents and Oceans‟. He searched the scientific literature for geological and paleontological evidence to support his theory 

and was able to point to rock formations similar to many closely related fossil organisms that arose on widely separated continents as 

found in both the Americas and Africa. . Wegener's theory of continental drift gained some supporters over the next decade, but his 

hypothesis about the driving force behind continental drift seemed implausible.  

 

2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS  

 

A hypothesis of the type empirical in nature is also referred to as the working hypothesis which claims a theory's validation via 

experiments and observation. This way, the statement in the capacity of being empirically hypothetical appears justifiable and different 

from a wild guess. 

 

In other words, the working hypothesis is another name for an empirically based hypothesis that asserts that experiments and 

observational data will validate a theory. In this manner, the assertion appears justified and distinguishable from a hunch in its capacity 

as an empirical hypothetical statement.  

 

So is my working hypothesis fabricated in technical senses of a research work of the nature embedded in the Title of the Paper 

highlighting Alfred Wegener and as read immediately below. 

 

“Alfred Wegener‟s Pangaea could stage a comeback through cosmic-time-tabled reconfiguration of drifted geological Continents of 

isolated massive rock-size of the super-weighty-Pangaea‟s original Rocks in a geological-pro-universal-engineering-fiat for an overdue 

geological renewal of a repeat-Pangaea-re-positioning marvelby geological-inbuilt-tangential-levellers.”  

 
The coming true of this working hypothesis eventually in transition of animal kingdom on the Earth for preservation, sustenance and 

management undertaken by mankind on the Earth is explained and can be seen in Section Number 11. 

 

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS   

 
 The OMLAR (Ocean-Mountain-Land-Atmosphere-Rock) of the prehistoric-Period-Earth is not an end in itself but a means to 

an end. The five Ws (what, when, where, why, who) plus an H (how) of research are operating or not is the question ( ? ) 

directly asked to answer to facilitate a new understanding of the end posed by the OMLAR to  any fundamental research 

manager ? 
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 The OMLAR is not any-man-made obviously and the question (?)  arises very firstly, as to the OMLAR consistently or 

inconsistently containing or not containing genetic-hereditary-information‟s insource (not outsourcing) of every one of the 

OMLAR exposed by/from every one of them (OMLAR) being in steady-physical-state contact as touch-points of strength 

and/or cutting-edges of vast dimensions while acting as life-line-organs (OMLAR) of the Earth per se for making up the whole 

of the Planetary Earth with living and non-living Matter? 

 

 Since when the OMLAR coalesce, seen vividly on the Earth, being the indicated life-lines that coalesce as the history of their 

(OMLAR’s) changing movement?   

 

 How the OMLAR is incorporated into the Earth‟s Creation of Atmosphere?   

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVITY  

Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth viewed from Alfred Wegener‟s pro-Universals has 

the following identified elemental objectivities forming the set of objectivity which makes up the whole of objectivity of this Research 

Paper.       

 

 As per the title of this Paper, the Professor Alfred Wegener who was a German climatologist, geologist, geophysicist, 

meteorologist, polar researcher and lastly but not least importantly the son of a Minister of Religion, worked out wonders in 

construing the sighted similarities in flora and fauna on different and distant continents  

 Alfred Wegener while keeping in his mind the originality of the Earth said that at its outset, the Earth was a singleton mass. 

 In his comparative and analytically researched-approach to geo-comprehension, he said that in later situations of own 

framework/ structure/ operative forces, the same Earth in passage of time got broken apart into distinct continents calling it 

the Origin of Continents and Oceans. 

 For all times to come, he threw open the gauntlet of scientific research with academic-splits of academic-spirits into the life-

lines of the geologic past that involves the examination of plant and animal fossils, including those of mole / microscopic 

personality-sizes being treasured in many a geological rocks / rock strata valuable as the geological-timers.  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  

 
 Every physical phenomenon such as remnants of material-life-objects is characterized by what is called the inexistence of an 

object  

 What we, although with possession of issues of such materials, matters and affairs, would express is a relation and/or 

relationship-in-context to the content(s) to prepare an index to the contents. 

  Thirdly, we settle with a direction towards the object and its span and times of life lived.  

 Summation of all of the above is to be understood as a reality and has immanent objectivity in the connectivity to researching 

several interpolations and extrapolations into the beginning, middle and end of pre-historic features and times of the Earth, 

life on Earth, flora and fauna on Earth.  

6. JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH STUDY  

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on Vedic-Period-Earth was the binary of Africa-Eurasia unmasked as the 

binary of the Kushadvipa-Jambudvipa respectively and of late, as the triad of Kushadvipa-Jambudvipa-Bharatkhande, 

respectively. 

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth was the Pangaea of Alfred Wagner‟s “entire 

Mother Earth in one movement”. 

 Pangaea‟s existence was first proposed in 1912 by Alfred Wegener in his theoretical    effort explaining the „continental drift‟ 

while deriving it from the Greek Pangaea to mean in his sense of all-the-Earth in single-stroke-formation.  

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth is implicit in the totality of the Land-River-

Sea-Mountain called the Pangaea by Alfred Wegener.       

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth is implicit in what was called horizontal 

displacement of continents and congruence of coast lines in 1912 by Alfred Wegener with the added belief of tidal forces of 

the Sun Planet acting on the viscous material of the Earth.  

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth is implicit in an everlasting prevalence and 

traceability of research bases to zoo-geo-graphy, phytogeography and palaeontology on the Continent of Africa with 

subcontinent of India pre-historically.  

 Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth has been proved of late and  as a matter of 

latest example to this in the current 21st Century times, one can consider that the Indian government decided to undertake the 

transcontinental translocation of the African cheetah to India very recently on 17-9-2022 for natural expansion of the cheetah 

within its pre-historical range, which project ( Kuno National Park, Madhya Pradesh State of India ) was launched by the 

present Prime Minister of India , His Excellency NarendraModi eventually coinciding with his birthday on 17-9-2022 while 
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for the Readers of this Paper, it is also mention-worthy that the name “cheetah” originates from Sanskrit, the mother of all 

languages ( Lingua Franca) and means “the spotted one”.  

 
fig. (Centre) Indian PM, His Excellency NarendraModi; (L to R): African Cheetahs  airlifted to India arriving on 17-9-2022 

(coinciding with Modiji‟s Birth Day) as a matter of transcontinental-translocation of pro-Universals confirming Alfred 

Wegener‟s theory of Continental Drift in pre-historical times. 

7. RESEARCH BANE  

 
 The search for knowing whether the Earth from which magnetism, gravitational pull, life, and force to mass and energy evolve 

in particles or waves or signals or in series of shock-lets en masse or vibrations in pack-lets,  is a Super Vedic Conceptacle 

(SVC) by itself.  
 

 The search for knowing accurately the time-cum-age-cum-role-cum expiry of the Earth ever since its order of appearance and 

appointed dot nearby the Moon and Sun as neighbours in the Vedic Universe of Vedic-knowledge-string said to have been 

breathed out as such by the Vedic Supernatural Supremo (VSS) attracting our very implicitness through the SVC. 

 

  The search for knowing as to why and how the SVC which is our habitat got its specific properties of unlimited-weight-

bearing , osmosis, absorption, cooling-shelters-within , thermal-storages-within, self-vegetative-catalysis, gold-silver-mines-

conservation, reservoir for carcasses and ultimately, being an assurance to ourselves that we are the earth-born sons/daughters 

of the Vedic Soil with an irrevocable buy-back arrangement post-death of ours , let alone the ticklish rebirth and its tricky 

aftermath episodes.   

 

  Research uncared for overhead costs & accountabilities exhausting the exchequer of Living Supremacy hoisted by mankind in 

their never minding the unsurmountablenesses in attitude irrespective of the known characteristic of the unfinished / 

incomplete / randomness / yet-to-transform / yet-to-perform / yet-to-reform states of our on-going pure, applied, inter-

disciplinary and multi-disciplinary development of research tools aided by text-book knowledge‟s academic systems, 

alternative efficiencies thereof and differing viewpoints legion .  

 

  Researching in a non-Vedic belief of mankind‟s ever lastingness alone is to look down upon  those Vedic universal Firsts & 

Start-ups such as stars, oceans, mountains, Earth , seafloor , rocky continents and  diamond-hard planets for hastening the 

extinction of mankind .  

8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

Having taken into consideration the simplistic requirements prescribed of Method & Methodology for giving out an expression of 

Research Status to this Paper in my self-direction throughout from the outset till the arrival of get-out, the following compilation of 

features of Method & Methodology in Research served my cause, purpose and objective. Also, a Research venture may be the outcome 

of either the course-wok and/or thinking-base for thought-put with one embarking on something creative like a painting of colour-splash 

for reforming-transforming-performing, to do by way of comparative and analytical bent of mind called Research that is behind the iron 

curtains of logical power oozing . 

 

 
fig. Nutshell Chart of Method & Methodology for Research Development 
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In familiar conventions, this Paper took recourse to external sources belonging to the secondary sources division of Data Sources 

ignoring Private, Internal and Primary sources besides unpublished records. Among the published records, a blend of ideas, notions, 

scheme of project motions, Televised Films, publicity speeches and photography are utilized in some proportion in order to gather 

stamina for the Paper with attributes of self-directed research phenomenon.  

9. REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE & SURVEY  

9.1. Wegener. A (1966). The Origins of Continents and Oceans 

Availability online on my Home Computer @ 
<https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printse

c=frontcover> 

fig. cover page of Book 
Finding a generally acceptable layman‟s analysis of the causes of drifting motion of objects like continents which are a part and 

parcel of the Earth and difficult to view separately from rotation of the Earth is as challenging as defining the concepts of 

Newton‟s Laws of Motion and Albert Einstein‟s Energy by the Mass and Velocity of Sunlight . Searching by means of the 

totality of the settings from Geodetics, Geophysics, Geography, Zoo-geography, Botanical-geography, Palaeontology, Bio-

geography, paleoclimatology, phytogeography, and Continental Drift Theory of Professor Alfred Wegener, this book is the 

best referencing and resourceful avenue. 

 
9.2. ORIGIN OF CONTINENT AND OCEAN BASINS 

Availability online on my Home Computer @  
<https://unacademy.com/content/mppsc/study-material/geography/origin-of-continent-and-ocean-basins/> 

 

This piece of worth of reading value enlightens practical organization of Oceans as allotted slots on the Earth as support and 

grip equipment between themselves and rock-based movements.   

 

9.3. Styles of Thought on the Continental Drift Debate: Research Paper by Pablo A. Pellegrini  (Journal for General Philosophy 

of Science (2019) 50:85–102          https://doi.org/10.1007/s10838-018-9439-7 1 3 ARTICLE)  

  

               Availability online on my Home Computer @  

<Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate (1).pdf 

file:///C:/Users/ADMIN/AppData/Local/Temp/Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate%20(1).pdf> 

 

This Paper-reading is easily digestible and it knocks at the doors of Modern Science saying that the latter may even turn out to be a 

blackmailer to the mankind to drench them in anti-communal beliefs and unrests. The continental drift is a rationalist approach and 

suggests that evidence can be enough by itself to close scientific controversies. Continental drift debate took much longer than it was 

usually recognized with two styles of thought coexisting for hundreds of years as the fixism and mobilism of confronting evidences and 

interpretations.Both styles of thought coexisted for centuries providing a general background for the acceptance/rejection of the 

continental drift theory. 

 

10. FLASHBACK-BACKLASH-BUOYANCY (FBB) OF ALFRED WEGENER’S DRIFT THEORY 

The conventional narrative regarding the continental drift theory states that Alfred Wegener postulated in 1912 that all continents were 

once joined before dissolving.  

 

The German-born research-personality in Alfred Wegener had genuinely rationalized in the year of 1912 the existence of abstract objects 

such as qualities and relations in similarity / resemblance with measured correlations in reference to objective-cum-reality in existential 

forms of life-specific bodies/objects of scale of prehistoric time-value. They‟re in an everlasting prevalence and traceability on scientific 

planks of the zoo-geo-graphy, phytogeography and palaeontology on the Continents like Africa together with sub-continental India pre-

historically and which all drifted apart from their all-in-one singleton rocky mould called Pangaea.  

 

The Pangaea as such was named by Alfred Wegener himself indeed. Alfred Wegener‟s purposeful selection of the word Pangaea in the 

Ancient Greek meant all/entire/whole by pan & the Mother Earth/Land by Gaea. This is also known to the world as the Alfred 

Wegener’s Pangaea hypothesis. He proposed that Panthalassa, a supersea, encircled Pangaea and that 200 million years ago, during the 

Mesozoic period, Pangaea started to rift into distinct continents that moved apart. The Atlantic Ocean was created as the Americas 

migrated westward from Europe and Africa. Australia cut its ties with Antarctica and moved closer to the equator, while India moved 

from Africa to the east.  

 

With extensive similarities among various geological structures, the Pangaea hypothesis was supported by the distribution of mountain 

https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/The_Origin_of_Continents_and_Oceans/naC8AQAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://unacademy.com/content/mppsc/study-material/geography/origin-of-continent-and-ocean-basins/
file:///C:\Users\ADMIN\AppData\Local\Temp\Styles_of_Thought_on_the_Continental_Drift_Debate%20(1).pdf
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ranges along coastlines and among the continents. In essence, he presented three main bodies of evidence: the first dealt with the shape of 

the continents; the second dealt with the similarity of the fauna and flora; and the third dealt with the geological margins or connections. 

These collections of data were used by Wegener to back up his theory that the continents had once been part of a single entity, which he 

called Pangaea, before drifting apart. Thus, the plausibility of a theory and its consistency with natural laws were of particular importance 

to Alfred Wegener. But Wagener   

 

Wegener's theory was mocked. Other geologists mocked the notion of continents drifting for many years. Although he had some 

scientific backers, there was insufficient geological proof to establish his fundamental correctness. His father-in-law Köppen, who 

apparently wanted Wegener to stick to meteorology and not stray into uncharted territory like geophysics, was Wegener's first critic. 

Apparently offended by the concept of continental drift, some geologists appeared at the first lecture in Frankfurt in 1912 to be. The 

initial response was, at best, conflicted and, at worst, hostile. The Origin of Continents and Oceans was derided in a critical review and at 

a scientific conference when it was first published in English in 1922. Continental drift subsequently sparked a heated debate on a global 

scale, with scientists taking sides on both sides.  

 

There was no shortage of material for opponents. It was soon discovered that Paleontological evidence was regarded as being 

inconclusive. In a 1928 gathering of fourteen eminent geologists, seven expressed opposition, five expressed support without any 

qualms, and two expressed support with qualms. The topic was then dropped from scientific discussion until after World War II. Instead 

of Pangaea, the South African geologist Alex du Toit proposed in 1937 that there were two super-continents, Laurasia in the northern 

hemisphere and Gondwanaland in the south. This was the only significant variation on the theory. Overall, eventful times rendered 

Pangaea as the Laurasia and Gondwanaland continents.  

 

Science historians believe it is likely that the prestige of the critics frequently carried too much weight in the debate over the theory itself. 

Notable geologists who were vehement opponents of Wegener and his continental drift theory included Sir Harold Jeffreys in England 

and, later, American paleontologist George Gaylord Simpson. Wegener frequently lamented the geophysicists' closed minds and inability  

to consider novel concepts.  

 

Because his presumptions proved to be accurate but lacking sufficient proof, he is regarded as being far ahead of his time. Some 

researchers initially agreed with him, but the majority of geologists just dismissed it. Later, in the 1960s, fresh paleomagnetism evidence 

was offered and with the help of this new evidence, the geological community‟s majoritarianizm at last agreed with Wegener's theory of 

continental drift. For this buoyancy, more than 50 years elapsed. 

11. CARRY FORWARDER OF WORKING HYPOTHESIS AT SECTION 2 ABOVE 

Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-Period-Earth has been proved of latein the current 21st Century‟s time 

and as a matter of latest example, one can consider the Indian Central Government‟s decision to undertake the transcontinental 

translocation of the African cheetah to India, very recently on 17-9-2022 for natural expansion of the demography of the African 

cheetah within its pre-historical range. The advent of climate change and so, India became the world‟s first inter-continental cheetah 

translocation-harbour. This is thematically within the ambit of Alfred Wegener‟s pro-universals when he considered drift of the 

neighbourly continents proceeded firstly by the united Pangaea and secondly, post-first-time-drift into the Gondwanaland &Laurasia 

followed by the third eventful turn into the current/present Global Atlas‟s displayed spectacular positioning of the Continents. Read 

further as explained in the context of the working hypothesis . 

 
11.1 Cheetah’s Brief History & India’s Captivating Transcontinental Assertiveness  

 
Cheetahs are found in classical Greek records of India, from Strabo, about 200 years before the Common Era. In the Mughal Period in 

India, cheetahs were used very extensively for hunting. Emperor Akbar had 1,000 cheetahs in his menagerie. The Central India, 

particularly the Gwalior region, had cheetahs for a very long time. In the year 1947, India‟s last spotted cheetah died in Chhattisgarh‟s 

forest and became extinct. By the year 2020, South African experts‟ delegation visited potential Kuno National Park of India for deciding 

on the translocation to India from Africa which is the world‟s first intercontinental large wild carnivore translocation project.  

 

The cheetah is one of the oldest of the big cat species, with ancestors that can be traced back more than five million years to the Miocene  

fig. As per Section 6 above 

 

era. Also, it is a large cat native to Africa and central Iran between 32,000 and 67,000 years ago being the fastest land mammal animal on 

Earth, estimated to be capable of running at 80 to 128 km/h. in Africa and Asia. Noting thatCheetah is the fastest terrestrial object and the 

single largest living carnivore on the Planet Earth that got completely wiped out from India owing to to habitat loss, let us recall that the 
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related Project-Kuno at the National Park, Madhya Pradesh State of North India, was launched by the beloved Prime Minister of India, 

His Excellency NarendraModi, coinciding with his birthday on 17-9 -2022 eventually.  

 
11.2 Certain Apperceptions supporting the Working Hypothesis  

 
Through the above Africa-India proximity stethoscopic narratives so far, I think it might have been all well-said but not well-done 

convincing enough without addition of certain apperceptions   to the main menu statement of the Hypothesis at Section 3 

aforementioned. Well! The apperceptions are given hereunder. 

 

 Cosmological leveller impact  
 

Recurrence of resetting of Africa–India Proximity is a Probability in the Memory of the Vedic Universe owing to (since) the non-Vedic 

Hypothesis of the „Drift of Continents „out of the grip of the Pangaea Super Continent and from the pen of of Alfred Wegner which 

suffered from backlash for about half-a-century vis-a-vis my new hypothesis of recurrence of some sort of Vedic-phenomenon in future 

for bringing about resetting of Africa–India Proximity through cosmological leveller impact. 

 

 Through a Simulated Pangaea Creation with Atomic/Nuclear Energy put to Application 
 

This means an applied hypothesis of „Reverse Engineering Call‟ through merger of Land, Sea & Mountain for prehistoric time‟s status-

level inter-continental proximities on Earth. In other words, a time-tabled reconfiguration of isolated Continents of current Atlas to pre-

historic proximity of Vedic-period in an engineering marvel using nuclear/atomic energised bull-dozers deep on the oceanic bottom. This 

is merely as per my figment of scientific imaginary picturization and visualization of fictional nature at the moment of writing this Paper. 

 

 

 Based on Alfred Wegener’s Pangaea vis-à-vis Charles Darwin’s Pangenesis  
 

This is an apperception which is an issue of compare to contrast and/or contrasting to find similarities and dissimilarities in my research 

efforts into the „Pangaea‟  and „Pangenesis‟ of the famed Alfred Wegener & Charles Darwin, respectively, at a glance indicating the  

 

fig. Darwin & Alfred Wegener( left to right) 

 

commonality of the central ideas in both the Gaea and Genesis were the then real-time concerns  about the original creation of Earth with 

land value of six Continents and Living Species in consonance with each other in withholding unto themselves the secrets of 

Omniscience but successfully exposed by the two scientists and brought to our light in their personal scientific capacities with reasonable 

sense of clarity.  

 

Therefore, the prehistoric intra-continental Africa-India Proximity as per the Vedic-Period-Earth contains a predictable element of 

recurrence at any point of time from now via an unforeseen eventuality. It may be like a contingent liability occurring in Nature‟s balance 

sheet of actions and inertia. And, consolidated  unbalanced forces might act on them  preceded/followed by chain-reaction as expounded 

by Sir Isaac Newton‟s Classical-Mechanical-Cyclical-Nature‟s-Law owing to reasons of owned/direct/indirect forces internal and 

external to Earth‟s core-geology operating to adjusting with the mass (plurality) of the six broke-away trouble-shooting continents 

piecewise and/or consolidated ab initio preceded by acceleration . The Vedic universe passes through repetitive cycles of creation and 

destruction during which the universal energy gets conserved again and again for the next 311,040,000,000,000 human years , as per 

Vedic tradition.  

12. RESEARCH QUOTATION  

No research without action while no action without research is like thinking what nobody else has thought with curiosity formalized without prying 

with a purpose since Research is creating a new piece of knowledge from white work rather than from black work even temporarily. If the White 

Sunlight makes the white work, the black of nights prompts researchers to do black work which is not research. 
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German Scientist Albert Einstein 

 

Quoting the German physicist Albert Einstein‟s context, who came up with the theory of relativity it was his description of the 

photoelectric effect of the White Light that won him the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1921. Albert Einstein lived longer from 1879 to 1955 

vis-a-vis Alfred Wegener‟s short-lived span of 1880 to 1930.  

13. CONCLUSION 

For Alfred Wegener, who lived life for 50-years only, the time must not have been adequate to knock out both Charles Darwin and 

Albert Einstein‟s wisdom combined while his criticisers had already called him trespasser from Astronomy into Geology! So far as 

knowledge goes, trespassers need to be honoured, even posthumously  

 

fig. Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period 

 
A different language other than one speaks, writes and works with does not make one‟s own scientific knowledge less productive on a 

scientific scale of computed comparative productivities. But, lack of brains is behind the least, lesser and low scientific productivity 

while the owned back-up languages are not. Confirmedly, however, united stands the mankind instead of getting divided on the scientific 

issues in particular, no matter howsoever be the language‟s dark-room controversies in plurality and generality manifest in various 

frequencies. Not-exaggerated to writing to say that a lingua franca is so old as the age of that part of the Earth scientifically calibrated 

and sometimes appeared older than that of the whole Earth & Human lot summated.  
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